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Brief history

• early times

• Fisher (1926, 1935); Yates (1937)

• response surfaces

• clinical trials

• issues of social policy

• formal optimization theory
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Fisher′s four principles

• factorial principle

• local error control; compare like with like

• replication

• randomization
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Arguments for randomization

• public avoidance of selection biases

• secure error estimation in least-squares type analyses

• basis of randomization significance tests
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Bayesian and decision-based approaches

Some initial personalistic Bayesian thinking rejected any serious role

for randomization.

Design choice as a decision problem.
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Exact tests

Standard assumption: if treatment Ts is applied to unit j the outcome

is

τs + aj

whatever the allocation of treatments to the other units.

Brief history

Relation with infinite model theory

Practical implications

• universe concerned (Zheng and Zelen, 2008)

• caution in small studies

• use as rich a randomization set as possible
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Second-order theory

Standard assumption, as before: if treatment Ts is applied to unit j the

outcome is

τs + aj

whatever the allocation of treatments to the other units.

Randomize, form linear model with constraints on randomization

represented by parameters. Define linear estimate of contrasts of τs

and quadratic estimate of residual mean square by reference to least

squares analysis of that linear model.
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Second-order theory, ctd

Then

ER(τ̂u − τ̂v) = τu − τv,

varR(τ̂u − τ̂v) = 2Q1(a)/r,

ER(RMS) = Q2(a).

Here Q1 and Q2 are quadratic forms in aj with symmetry properties

determined by the randomization and r is the number of replications

of each treatment. If the symmetries are such that the two forms are

proportional then by inheritance they must be equal.

Group theory implications; restricted randomization (Fisher, Yates,

Grundy and Healy, Youden, Bailey).
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Randomized block design

Starting assumption: acj + τs.

Then ER(RMS) does not depend on the τs.

Has the form

AΣa2

cj + BΣacjack + CΣacjadk.

Equivalently

A′(Σacj)
2 + B′Σ(acj − ¯ac.)2 + C ′Σ(acj − āc.)2.

This is an identity and special choices of {acj} show that A′ =

B′ = 0 and inheritance of infinite model properties (Fisher) shows

that C ′ = 1/{(r − 1)(t − 1)}. A similar argument applies to

varR(τ̂u − τ̂v), etc
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Consequences and limitations

• Unified model for all standard designs

• Restricted to analysis of variance type situations or tests of very

null hypotheses. Assumption not easily reasonably generalized

to, say, log Poisson analyses except in very null situations, for

example Version 4 of the 2 × 2 contingency table

• Does not apply directly to analysis of covariance or to cross-over

designs

• Neyman′s generalized model

• Application essentially asymptotic
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Analysis of covariance

After adjustment for vector covariate z and with β̂Y Z.res = ŜY Z.resS
−1

ZZ.res

we have

τ̂u − τ̂v = ȳu. − ȳv. − β̂Y Z.res(z̄u − z̄v)}.

Then

var(τ̂u − τ̂v) = σ2{
2

r
+ (z̄u − z̄v)

T S−1

zz.res(z̄u − z̄v)}.

Under randomization

ER(Szz.res/dres) = Ωzz,

ER(z̄u − z̄v) = 0.

ER{(z̄u − z̄v)(z̄u − z̄v)
T} = 2Ωzz/r.
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Analysis of covariance, ctd

In general approximately

varR(τ̂u − τ̂v) =
2σ2

r
(1 +

Wp

dres

).

Here Wp has approximately a chi-squared distribution with p degrees

of freedom.

Naive interpretation

Not quite so naive interpretation
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Relation with general inferential ideas

How is a frequentist view of statistical inference made compatible with

the need to interpret the data that one actually has?

. . . anyone prepared to spend a blameless life in repeating the

experiment . . . (Student, 1938)

Analysis, randomization-based or not, should be conditional on Wp.

For design rerandomize until Wp is in the lower tail of its distribution.

Then rely on asymptotic joint normality of randomization distribution.

Need for well-judged level of abstinence

With randomized block design analyzed as a completely randomized

design with correction for block indicators gives right answer.
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Discussion between Student, Fisher and Yates

Student′ s preference for systematic designs. How to estimate vari-

ance in empirical studies?

Yates: every arrangement may be recognized as having some special

features but with skilful design any differences in precision are likely

to be minor. Therefore best to randomize, obtain a secure estimate of

error and concentrate on primary interpretation rather than on worrying

about whether error of systematic design properly estimated.

Neighbourhood balance design
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Miscellany

• Sequential randomization

• Semi-randomization

• Random balance

• Mendelian randomization
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SUMMARY

• three roles of randomization

• arguments against randomization

• second-order theory and conditioning

• unclear role of exact distribution theory; sampling parallel
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